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Chapter I

Introduction

1.1 History

In the past few years we have seen many significant changes in the world

including the end of the Cold War and a reduced threat of global nuclear

confrontation. In light of these recent changes the Department of Energy(DOE)

and private government contractors are redefining their missions with regard to

nuclear technology. Less emphasis is being placed on the building and design of

nuclear weapons and more emphasis is being placed on converting related

technology to peaceful, commercial uses. As a result there has been a reduction

in the number of on-line weapons facilities. With the closing of these facilities

and the recent openness of the DOE with regard to previously classified reports,

it has become increasingly clear that many of these operations have large areas

of radiological contamination in and around the facilities. Environmental

remediation of these contaminated sites is a top priority for the DOE and the

private contractors upon entering the 21st Century.
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One of the main elements contributing to this contamination has been

uranium. Many of these facilities have operated as part of the uranium

enrichment cycle, in the construction of fuel elements, or in the assembly of

nuclear bombs. Uranium contamination occurs through various paths. Among

these are dust arising from milling, emissions from incineration, leaks from

buried and above ground waste storage, and inadvertent releases from a number

of other sources.

The uranium contamination at these facilities has various 235U

enrichments. The enriched 235U causes some special problems because the ratio

of 235U/238U varies and is almost always different from the naturally occurring

ratio. This causes many problems in identifying the levels of uranium

contamination in the soil. If the 235U/238U ratio were known, then total uranium

concentration would be easy to derive based on the easy-to-identify 235U gamma

ray. 238U concentration, however, is difficult to measure on its own as it has no

easily distinguishable photons. Since uranium enrichment varies at these

facilities, one is unable to derive 238U concentration from that of 235U. Therefore,

a method of identification of 238U concentrations is necessary for complete

characterization of contamination.

Before these weapons facilities can be declared safe for other uses a

complete and accurate characterization and successful decontamination of all

soil determined to contain unsafe levels of radioactive contaminants must be
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accomplished. The characterization aspect is very important to the involved

organizations. When a facility goes off-line or is preparing to go off-line, a

characterization of the facility is the first objective that must be met Hence there

is a strong need for technology that can efficiently give information about the

presence and level of uranium contamination in the soil.

1.2 Goals

The goal of this thesis is to address the above needs of the DOE and its

contractors by developing a design model for a cost effective, rugged, accurate,

and portable system for a 238U soil concentration measurement. The

measurement system is based on detecting the high energy beta particle emitted

by ^ U ' s daughter Protactinium-234m. A coincidence system is used to subtract

contributions from any other high energy P emitters that may also be present in

the soil.

This thesis will define the system parameters, model the system, and

evaluate the applicability of the system to the present needs. Parameter

definition is based on the broad scope of uranium contamination across the

United States. Modeling was done using the Monte Carlo Method of electron

transport



1.3 Contaminant Identification Requirements

An accurate characterization of a facility is vital to the success of the

decontamination effort The characterization should not only give data as to

which isotopes are present, but also as to the concentration and distribution of

the various isotopes in the soil. Such data enables one to associate a risk with an

operation and estimate the cleanup necessary before the facility can be released.

A comprehensive analysis of the soil is presently available through various

standard laboratory procedures. These methods give very accurate

characterizations of the soil. However, they do have some disadvantages for

characterization of the large areas of ground at typical remediation sites. Cost

and time effectiveness are two of the major disadvantages of these standard

methods. Many samples must be taken from across the area characterized and

then transported to the laboratory where the samples are analyzed. A standard

alpha spectroscopy method involves drying the samples followed by several

stages of chemical separation before the activity can be measured. This process

requires a minimum of one day to complete, and often the turn-around time for

a series of samples is several weeks or longer. These procedures also require

trained professionals and specialized equipment to prepare the samples.1 Hence

these procedures are not effective in keeping costs low and schedules moving for

the remediation work.
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A particular concern arises in the removal of contaminated soil for storage

or decontamination. Although the removed soil may have been tested for

radioactive concentrations it may not be clear if the exposed soil also has

excessive levels of contamination. If a sample were to be taken then and sent to

a laboratory, even one on site, it would result in the loss of valuable time.

What is needed for these remediation projects is a field screening system.

This will allow for real-time analysis of the soil. Given the availability of a field

screening system, one could in a matter of minutes continue with soil removal,

confident in the presence or lack of unsafe levels of radioactivity in the soil.

There is an effort on the part of DOE and its contractors to develop new

technology in an effort to resolve this predicament. One example of this is the

Uranium-in-Soils Integrated Demonstration at the Fernald Environmental

Management Project in Fernald, Ohio. This series of tests allows for the

demonstration and testing of new technology in all areas of soil remediation

from characterization to removal to decontamination and storage.2

1.4 Thesis Origin

As a response to this call for new technology many people have devised

schemes for portable, real-time analysis systems for the detection of low-levels of

uranium in the soil. There are easy and standard methods for the detection of
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235U because of its distinguishable gamma emission.3'4 The problem arises in

detecting the concentration of 238U. It has no easy-to-distinguish gammas

associated with it and, as mentioned previously, is not in a constant ratio with

235U. Thus, there is a need for a quick and easy means to accurately measure the

^ U concentration.

David Holcomb, a 1992 doctoral graduate in Nuclear Engineering from

The Ohio State University, proposed a concept to address this problem.5-6 The

concept is to measure the concentration of a daughter of 238U, 234mPa, which beta

decays with a maximum energy of 2.29 MeV. The 234mpa activity is directly

related to that of 238U because the two are in secular equilibrium.

There may, however, be other high energy beta emitters present in the

soil that could contribute to the scintillator response, thereby giving an

inaccurately high measurement of the concentration of 238U. The isotopes of

concern are naturally occurring (3 emitters as well as those that are found as

fission products or in the uranium decay schemes. The particular isotopes of

concern can be determined from the history of the work at a facility and the

characterization of soil in the area.

In order to account for these other high energy p emitters present, a

coincidence system with a high resolution gamma detector is used to subtract

their contribution to the detector response. The gamma detector measures the

concentration of the other high energy P emitters present by counting their
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associated gamma radiation. Knowing the soil concentration of the other high

energy P emitters, one is able to calculate their contribution to the total p

response. The counts remaining are then due solely to the presence of the 234mPa.

Knowing the activity of 234mPa in the soil, the concentration of 238U can be

determined.



Chapter II

Background

2.1 Basic Physics

As previously mentioned, it is much more difficult to identify

concentrations of 238U in soil than concentrations of 235U. This is due to the fact

that 238U decays by the emission of an alpha particle with no easy to measure

associated gammas. Because of the very short distances that alpha particles

travel, they are very difficult to measure in soil. However, 238U has many

radioactive daughters that emit more easily measured radiation, as can be seen

in Figure 2.1.

Thorium-234 and Protactinium-234m, the first two daughters of 238U are

in secular equilibrium with 238U. This implies that after only a few half-lives of

the daughters, there is essentially an immediate decay of 234Th and 234mpa for

each decay of ^ U . Thus the activity of the ^ T h and s^Pa is the same as the

activity of the *«U.

8
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238U

4.51x10^
' 4 2 MeV alpha

0.191,0.10 MeV beta

63.3,92.4 keV gamma

U 7 m .2.29 MeV beta

JOOlkeV gamma

234U

2.47x10^

Figure 2.1: Partial decay scheme

235U/ similar to 238U/ decays by emission of an alpha particle. However, it

does have an easy to distinguish gamma associated with the decay. The

associated gamma allows 235U to be easily identified and the concentration

determined.

2.2 Response N e e d e d

In order that a method of uranium concentration measurement be useful

to a remediation effort, it must be able to measure very low activity

concentrations. Each site that is undergoing remediation must verify that all soil
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For a detector system to adequately measure the 238U concentration, it

must be designed to measure levels as low as 5 pQ/g. If the detector system

does not have an absolute efficiency sufficient for such low measurements, then

it could underestimate the contamination at a facility causing future problems.

In order for the proposed system to be truly beneficial, it must be able to

measure these very low levels in a reasonable time, approximately ten minutes.

If the entire measurement process can be accomplished in about ten minutes it

will cause little if any delay in the soil removal process. This time is a goal for

the measurement at the lower limit of soil concentration levels, 5 pCi/g. If very

low levels are to be measured, such as background measurements, then more

time will be needed to get an accurate measurement

2.3 Problems With Response Function

There are some problems that arise in attempting to measure activity

concentration of soil samples. Among these are the uneven surface of the soil to

be measured and an uneven distribution of the contaminants in the soil. The

uneven distribution can be horizontal or vertical.

How these problems are addressed depends on the specific measurement

method. Solutions range from compensating for the uneven surface and

distribution in the detector response function to removing a sample of soil and

putting it in a convenient form for the measurement system.
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2.4 Other Measurement Methods

There are many standard laboratory methods for activity concentration

measurements of soil samples. The ASTM Standard was mentioned Chapter 1.

Another standard method involves neutron activation of the soil sample. In this

section these methods will be discussed as well as the competing methods for

real-time analysis of the uranium concentration. The series of Integrated

Demonstrations initiated by the Department of Energy has stimulated much of

the research in this area. There have been some preliminary tests on a few of

these methods at the Fernald site. These technologies are high-resolution

gamma spectroscopy, laser ablation-inductively coupled plasma-atomic

emission spectroscopy (LA-ICP-AES), long-range alpha detection (LRAD), and

wide-area beta scintillation counting. Another technology which is widely in

use for other purposes, but may be applicable for soil contamination, is the

Bicron "FIDLER".

The Standard Test Method for determination of Uranium isotopes utilizes

alpha spectrometry as the measurement method.8 A tracer of 232U is added to a

soil sample. The uranium is isolated through chemical chelation. The uranium

is then deposited on a stainless steel disk and placed in an alpha spectrometer.

The measurement of each isotope of interest can then be determined from the
*

counts at each peak. This method has shown considerable success in
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determining activity concentrations. However, it does take at least a day for

preparation and counting and involves expensive personnel and equipment

Another laboratory method for uranium concentration measurements is

activation analysis.9 This method measures uranium concentration by

irradiating a sample of uranium in a reactor where a high neutron flux is

present The ratio of ^U/235!! j s determined from the ratio of the peak

intensities of ^ N p and fission products of 235U. ^ N p is created by neutron

activation of 238U. These peaks can be easily distinguished with a high purity

germanium detector. This method, similar to alpha spectrometry, involves

extensive sample preparation which requires time and personnel. Both of these

methods do give very accurate results, but they take too long to be suitable for

the present needs at decommissioned nuclear facilities.

The high-resolution gamma spectroscopy system was developed at Pacific

Northwest Laboratories.10 In the Fernald test the spectrometer was placed about

one meter above the ground with a large shield placed over it In this mode the

detector collected data from an approximately 100m2 area. This detector is based

on the use of a germanium diode which may be collimated by specially shaped

heavy metal shields for wide areas and downhole measurements. This method

is able to detect uranium in the soil up to depths of 50 cm. At the Fernald site

the depth detection ability of the high resolution y detector gave skewed results

in that they were integrated over a larger soil depth. This became a problem
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when interpreting the results because the highest concentration of uranium is

usually in the top few centimeters of the soil.

The second method tested at Fernald is the LA-ICP-AES technique.11 This

method is one that has been very successful in the laboratory and is now being

tested for field usage by Ames Laboratory. The procedure is that a neodymium

YAG laser is used to remove a small section of soil which is then transmitted to

the inductively coupled plasma by an argon gas stream. The emissions are then

transmitted via fiber optics to a spectrometer for uranium analysis. At the

Fernald test an area of 6.5 cm2 was able to be sampled.

Los Alamos National Laboratory developed the Long Range Alpha

Detection (LRAD) system tested at Fernald.12 This system detects ions that are

produced when alpha particles are stopped in the air. These ions will travel

further than the alpha particles themselves. The detector is able to use the air

flowing over the soil to carry the ions into the detector. It is able to monitor an

area of about 1 square meter. The system uses ambient air as the carrier of the

ions to the ion chamber. This allows more field versatility.

Wide-area beta scintillation is the technology most similar to the one

developed by David Holcomb.13 It consists of multiple layers of plastic

scintillators for the measurement of the 2.29 MeV P emitted by Protactinium-

234m, a daughter of Uranium-238. In order to differentiate between the 234mPa (3

and other interfering background radiation, coincidence techniques are used and
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the high energy P's are distinguished by the depth of penetration through the

layers of scintillators. In comparison with the technique of Holcomb, this

method attempts to discriminate between P's from contaminants other than

234mPa by the depth they penetrate the scintillation layers.14 However, this is

only done based on the (3 particle's energy. In Holcomb's method, this is

accomplished by simultaneously measuring gammas that are emitted from other

likely J3 sources and "subtracting" their contribution to the P counts. The system

also consists of sub-surface and surface y-ray detectors to measure uranium

concentrations at greater depths and wider areas than are able to be measured

by the P system. The major drawback with this system is that there is no

discrimination between the different high energy P's. Only discrimination

between high and low energy P's.

During the Fernald experiments no one detector was able to accurately

determine the concentration of uranium in the soil.11 They each gave varied

results for the two sections of the Fernald site tested. None of the technologies

proved adequate as an end-all solution to measuring uranium concentration.

Comparison of the technologies was difficult because of the different type of

measurement and performance of each system. For example, the LRAD can only

measure surface contamination over a small area while wide-area P

measurement system gives measurements averaged over larger depths and

areas. The system costs varied from $100 - $420 per sample.15
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A method not tested at Fernald has been in use at other DOE facilities,

such as EG&G Mound, where the information on the detector originated. This is

the FIDLER detector system.16 This system is ideal for low energy y and x-ray

detection' because it uses a large area Nal scintillator. Its efficiency drops off

rapidly for photon energies over 100 keV. Originally it was designed to detect

plutonium. It is also useful for other low energy photon emitters which may be

present at DOE facilities. Although this detector is not designed for uranium, it

is an important technology available for detection of contaminants found in soils

at facilities similar to Fernald.

In conclusion, there is no current commercial technology that meets all the

requirements for a quick and easy uranium activity concentration measurement

The wide-area P scintillation detector, developed by Pacific Northwest

Laboratories (PNL), is similar to the method by Holcomb. PNI/s system,

however, does not have the discrimination capabilities found in Holcomb's

method. The system developed by PNL only discriminates between the high

and low energy J3's, not between specific {3 energies which may contribute to the

detector response.



Chapter III

Measurement System. Description

3.1 System specific physics

The detector system proposed by David Holcomb uses the decay of a 238U

daughter, 234mPa, to measure the activity concentration of 238U. The product of

238U's alpha decay is Thorium-234, which then beta decays to an isomeric state of

234Pa with a half-life of 24.1 days. These isomeric states beta decay to 234U with a

half-life of 1.1 minutes. 234mPa decays with a 2.29 MeV p-particle 98% of the

time.7 The half-lives of ^ T h and 234mpa a r e m u c h shorter than that of 2»U,

implying that the isotopes are in secular equilibrium with 238U, and thus have

the same activity, in a matter of about 5 half-lives of the daughter. This takes

about 4 months for 234mPa.

The decay of 234mpa a isO h a s associated photons, the most prominent of

these is a 1001 keV y-ray. This gamma is not prominent enough to easily identify

the activity of 234mpa since it is emitted in only 0.60% of the decays of 234mPa.

However, if one is able to measure a {3 decay from the 234mpa isotope, that decay

can be directly associated with the decay of 238U since the two are in secular

17
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equilibrium. If an accurate measurement of the specific activity of 234mpa c a n b e

done, one also has the specific activity of 238U.

Knowing the specific activiiy of an isotope one can easily determine the

concentration of the isotope through the following relationship.

Aclivit
disintegrations

g-sec.
= N #of23SU

g
(3.1)

In this equation N is the number of 238U atoms in a gram of soil averaged over

the sampled volume and A is the decay constant,

- ^ T - V
half - Iije[sec]

3.2 Subtraction

As mentioned earlier, the unique aspect of this system is the ability to

isolate the response due to 234mPa from any other high energy (3 emitters.

Isotopes that may contribute to the P response of the detector include fission

products, other uranium daughters that may be present in the soil, and naturally

occurring isotopes. The fission products may be present due to some tests on

spent fuel or fuel processing that occurred at the facility. The isotopes of concern

include Cesium-137, Yttrium-90, Strontium-90, Europium-154, Bismuth-210,

Bismuth-214, Lead-214, Lead-211, Thallium-207 and Potassium-40. Each of these
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isotopes has either directly or indirectly associated with it an easy to measure y-

ray. Table 3.1 lists each of these isotopes with their P and y energies.

The contribution from any other high energy p- emitters can be

"subtracted" through the use of the gamma coincidence system. Since each of

the possible P contributors does have an associated y, a soil concentration for

each of these other isotopes can be determined through the use of a standard

Table 3.1: High energy P emitters possibly present in soil7'17'18

element

137Cs

9oy

9osr

154Eu

210Bi

214Bi

21ipb

214pb

2071*1

4 0 K

P energies (MeV)

.514

2.281

.546

.58, .27

1.162

3.27,1.54,1.51

1.39,0.56,0.29

.67, .73

1.44

1.33

y energies (keV)

661.7 (delayed)

2186.2

secular equilibrium with 90Y

123.1,1274.50

daughter of 214Bi and 214Pb

609.3,1764.5,1120.3

832,405,427

351.9,295.2,242.0

897

1460.8
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gamma spectroscopy system. With just these few isotopes as potential problems,

it is relatively easy to obtain a soil attenuation factor for each gamma energy.

Knowing the attenuation factor, it is an easy process to determine the

concentration of each isotope that is present in the soil based on the activiiy at

each energy of interest

Once the soil concentration of an isotope is known, one can determine

what the contribution of that isotope is to the p detector response. This can be

done by determining how much energy is deposited in a detector based on an

energy deposition per unit activity with a certain endpoint p energy.

In this thesis a determination was made of what the above isotopes

contribute to the designed detector based on the soil standard used in modeling

with an average soil density of 2.05 g/cm3.19 This evaluation is realistic because

the P attenuation will be dependent mainly on soil density, and soil densities do

not show gross variations across the United States. In field applications of the

system, specific attenuation factors will be needed for each of the p endpoint

energies and associated y energies of interest for each soil type being evaluated

in the test area.
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3.3 Beta Detector System

The detector for the |3 measurement system is a wide area thin plastic

scintillator. This type of detector meets the requirements of efficiency,

ruggedness, and cost This work has been discussed with representatives of

Bicron Corporation, a company specializing in nuclear instrumentation and

detection equipment The contact with Bicron has been through Chuck Hurlbut,

a specialist in scintillating materials. In discussions with him, it was established

that a variety of plastic scintillators suitable for detection of high energy P

particles are readily available from Bicron. With the added considerations of

cost and size, the BC408 type plastic scintillator was determined to be best suited

for the P detector system. The plastic scintillator is coupled to a photodetector

which converts the scintillation light pulses to an electric signal. This signal can

then be analyzed and calibrated to give a measurement of the soil {5 activity.

Specific considerations of the |3 system include detector material, window area,

detector thickness, light seal and reflection, pulse analyzing equipment, and

finally a soil holder. These topics are discussed in the remainder of this section.

Detector Material

Plastic scintillators provide versatility in detector design. Though their

light output is not as high as inorganic scintillators, such as Nal, the plastic

scintillators are versatile with respect to sizing and have a much lower cost
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They are also much more rugged than the inorganic scintillators. A Nal crystal

is very fragile and must be handled with care. Plastic scintillators will stand up

better to the punishment that occurs during field use.

The scintillation properties of the plastic arise from the aromatic chemical

structure of the electron clouds. The electrons are easily stimulated by charged

particles and energy is released in the form of light pulses.20 The BC408

scintillator is composed mostly of Hydrogen and Carbon. This scintillator emits

photons with an average wavelength of 425 nm and has a light attenuation

length of 210 cm. It has an absolute efficiency of 82%. This implies that for

every 100 P's that enter the scintillator, 82 will produce a photon pulse.20-21

Window Area

The most important aspect of the P detector is high efficiency. Even

though the 234«iPa P is of relatively high energy, its range is only 0.8 cm in soil

and it has a half-thickness of only 0.05 cm. In other words only half of the P's

that start off with energy of 2.29 MeV will make it further than 0.05 cm.

Essentially none will make it further than 0.8 cm. Efficiency is also important in

that soil activities must be measured to very low levels in short periods of time,

less than 5 pCi/g in 10 minutes, for the system to be beneficial.

Further tests will be discussed later in this thesis to determine an

appropriate surface area. There are a variety of sizes readily available from
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Bicron and they also have the ability to stamp out other dimensions within

certain constraints. However, in an effort to maintain cost effectiveness, only

standard, available sizes from Bicron will be considered in this thesis.

TJiickness

Another important aspect of the detector is its thickness. A thick detector

ensures that nearly all of the energy from P's in the soil is deposited in the

detector. However a thicker detector also increases photon response. A thin

detector will minimize the background interference from photon sources, both in

the soil and cosmic rays. Since |3's give up their energy all along their path, it is

extremely likely that even the few P's that will pass through a thin detector will

give up most of their energy in the detector. Gamma-rays, on the other hand,

interact much less in a material because of their low linear energy transfer. Even

low energy photons are unlikely to give up enough energy in the active detector

region to be counted. Some tests will be run on various thickness of scintillator

to compare the P/y ratios as a function of scintillator thickness. These tests will

be discussed further in Chapter IV.

The scintQlators can be pressed to varying thickness. However, certain

constraints arise due to the sheet area. A 30x60 cm sheet can be pressed to only

0.1 cm thick while smaller sheets such as one 25x30 cm can be pressed as thin as
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0.05 cm.20'21 The area and thickness of the scintillator must both be considered in

final detector design.

Light seal and reflection

In order to increase total detector efficiency it is necessary to provide a

reflective material on the scintillator to direct photons toward the PM tube. To

insure that the photons emitted from the scintillator do not escape, a light seal is

used in conjunction with the reflector. A seal of aluminized Mylar on the plastic

scintillator will provide sufficient light seal and reflection. Aluminized Mylar is

a material produced by DuPont available in very thin sheets, down to 12 um

thick. This thickness has a reflectivity of 87% and an optical density of 3.1,

making it essentially opaque. In order to assure that no pinholes are exposed for

light escape, multiple sheets of Mylar can be stacked on each other. Mylar is

ideal because of its thickness and light transmission.22'23

Pulse Analyzing

After the light photons have been emitted from the scintillator they must

be focused and converted into electrical pulses for counting. To accomplish this,

a photomultiplier tube (PMT) is used. The necessary characteristics of the

photomultiplier for this system are wide diameter, moderate speed, high gain,

good quantum efficiency for 425 run photons, and low dark current. A suitable
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PMT is the EMI 9625. This particular PMT has a 3 inch window, is blue

sensitive, and a gain of about 2.5xlO6.20

A preamplifier is used to amplify the signal from the PMT. The output of

the preamp is them sent to a linear amplifier where the signal is shaped for

analysis. An integral discriminator is setup as the nest component. It sets a

lower-level of discrimination (LLD). Below the set level no pulses are sent to the

counter. All pulses above the LLD are sent to the counter The LLD should be

set low enough to eliminate most random noise, but not all lower current pulses.

There will likely be considerable low energy J3's interacting in the scintillator

because of the energy distribution of the source and subsequent energy

attenuation. These lower energy interactions will result in lower current pulses.

The final component of the 0 detection system is a counter. It will tally each

pulse from the discriminator as one count From the total count-rate, a

measurement of activity can be determined. A block diagram of the electronics

is included as Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Block Diagram of P Detector Electronics

Soil Holder

In order to assure an even distribution of the soil, the soil must be

removed from the ground and mixed thoroughly. At most sites it is likely that

most of the contamination is located in the first few centimeters of the ground, so

it is recommended that only that much soil is removed. It can then be mixed so

that the contaminants are evenly distributed throughout the soil. When the

concentration is measured then, it will be an average over the volume of the soil

removed from the ground.

Removal of the soil from the ground also allows for the holder to present

a smooth soil surface to the detector window. This will help in detector

efficiency in that there will be no large gaps between the soil surface and the

window, minimizing the distance that the P's will have to travel. A smooth soil
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surface will then decrease (3 attenuation before interaction in the active detector

region.

Calibration

The specific soil attenuation coefficient must be determined for each soil

sample. This can be done with a high activity J3 test source. Placing the source

under a thin layer of soil, the response is measured and the attenuation factor is

calculated. This must be done for the ss^Pa J3 as well as for each other high

energy P-emitter present in the soil so an accurate subtraction can be done. In

Chapter V a plot of contaminant contribution vs. endpoint energy, based on the

standard soil characterization used in system modeling, is presented.

3.4 Gamma-Ray Spectroscopy System

As mentioned in section 3.2, the activity of high energy j3 emitters other

than z^mPa is to be determined using their associated y-rays. To isolate each

energy peak, a high energy resolution system is needed. One with a full-width-

half-maximum (FWHM) about 10 keV at a photon energy of 2 MeV would be

sufficient This relates to an energy resolution of about 0.4%,
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FWHM
resolution = . This high of resolution is readily available in a high purity

Epeak

germanium detector-

Optimum measurements will be accomplished when the soil is packed

around the detector. In order to do this, the soil can be placed in a Marinelli

Beaker. Such a container allows the soil to surround the active detector region

entirely. The gamma spectroscopy on the soil can be done either before or after

the J3 measurements. If done simultaneously a larger volume of soil must be

removed. The entire removed volume must be thoroughly mixed to ensure that

the distribution of the contaminants is the same for the sample measured by the

P and y systems. The high resolution system allows for the measurement of the

activity concentration of each isotope from its associated y-ray.

As with the p detector, the y detector must be calibrated at each energy of

interest to obtain the attenuation coefficient In order to get this value for the

specific soil, a point source of each energy of interest can be placed at the end of

the beaker. By measuring the change in counts one can determine the

attenuation coefficient. Once the concentration of an isotope is known, it can

then be determined what such a concentration would contribute to the P

response.



Chapter IV

Modeling Method

4.1 MCNP Theory and Background

To model the P-ray transport, a Monte Carlo code was used. The specific

code used was the Monte Carlo N-Particle Transport Code System (MCNP4A)

developed by Los Alamos National Laboratory in Los Alamos, New Mexico.

This code was used for modeling the response per unit activity of various P

particle energy distributions.

A Monte Carlo code simulates actual particle transport and then gives

information on the particles, tallies, based on average behaviors of the tracked

particles. This method is based on statistical interactions in a medium. An

individual P particle is tracked from its origin along paths of very short length

called steps. Along each step fundamental cross sections and the statistical

physics associated with electron transport are applied to measure different

properties of the electron's interaction in the material. These properties include

energy losses, secondary radiation, and angular deflections.24

29
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MCNP4A uses the "condensed history" Monte Carlo method. In this

method the steps of the electron are chosen so that many collisions take place in

a step, but that the average energy loss over a step is small. This allows for the

use of multiple scattering theories based on many collisions in short energy

steps. The condensed history method was developed mainly by Martin J.

Berger.25 The MCNP4A code uses essentially the physics from the Version 1.0 of

the Integrated TIGER Series of codes, developed and maintained at Sandia

National Labs in Albuquerque, New Mexico, which is also based on the work by

Berger.

There is some error involved in these calculations because of their

statistical origin. However, MCNP4A attempts to reduce this error by reducing

the uncertainty in each tally. This is accomplished by running a large number of

simulations. The individual tally uncertainty is user controlled to the extent that

the number of particles in a trial is specified by the user.

4.2 MCNP4A Input

MCNP4A requires a very specific input for adequate description of the

situation to be modeled. This package is very flexible in allowing a variety of

geometries, sources, and materials to be used. It also is capable of giving tallies
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for the specific information that is desired in the problem. This flexibility was

key in the decision to use this code for the P transport

The input parameters were developed to provide the highest total

efficiency system that can accurately measure the 238U soil activity concentration.

This thesis provides only an outline of the parameters involved in designing an

efficient system. For this reason, the specifications for the materials and

geometry were generalized as much as possible to give results applicable to a

variety of final designs. Appendix A shows the complete input file for the trial

of a 30x60x0.1 cm plastic scintillator with an energy distribution due to an

endpoint energy of 2.29 MeV and the P source evenly distributed throughout the

soil holder.

Soil

The soil was one of the most important aspects of the MCNP4A input

because this is where the source originates and is the principal attenuator of the

P rays. As mentioned previously, this thesis does not address the detector

response to a specific soil sample. Therefore, general soil compositions were

needed. Such a composition is a reasonable approximation for detector response

in that the attenuation of P's is a factor mainly of the density of the material

through which it travels. Soil densities vary according to soil type, water

content, and depth below surface.26
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The soil composition was taken from Principles of Radiation Shielding, by

Chilton, and is based on U.S. averages of dry weight percents. Water content in

soil is extremely variable. Soil water content can vary from 0% to 40% of the dry

weight Water content is also obviously variable with time due to weather and

climate changes. This is especially true in the first few centimeters of the soil

from which a sample will be taken. An average water content of 18% of soil dry

weight is used.17 Table 4.1 shows the elements and their associated weight

percents with the compensation for the water content

Table 4.1: U.S. average soil composition in weight percent

Element

Hydrogen

Oxygen

Magnesium

Aluminum

Silicon

Potassium

Calcium

Iron

Wet Weight %

2.1

57.8

1.1

5.8

22.9

1.2

4.3

4.8
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The density of the modeled soil also was a U.S. average. Soil densities

vary from 1.4 to 2.6 g/cm3 across the country. This represents an attenuation

difference of only 5% as intensity attenuation goes as e~MPZ. An average density

of 2.05 g/cm3 was used for MCNP4A input19

Source Distribution

The energy of p particles emitted from a nucleus is not monoenergetic.

There is a distribution of the energies from 0 MeV to the Q-value of the decay.

There is no formula that can precisely model the P decay of a nucleus because of

the complexity of the interactions. There have been some models developed to

estimate the energy distribution function. This thesis uses the Gross Theory of P-

Decay developed by Takahashi and Yamada.27 The Gross Theory predicts the

spectrum P(E) as the sum of each partial decay of the parent nuclei. The

estimation was made that the most intense decay energy of the parents is the

only contributor to the spectrum. In other words the spectrum is the sum of only

one decay. This is a reasonable estimate because most of the nuclides looked at

have one partial decay that is prominent For example, the 234mpa decays with a

2.29 MeV p 98% of the time.

The equation describing the spectrum is

P(E) = F(Z,p){Em^-E)\E2 -my)mE, (4.1)
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where F(Z,p) is the Fermi Function, a function of atomic number (positive for p-

decay and negative for P+ decay) and P-ray momentum, E is the P-ray energy in

MeV, Emax is the endpoint energy of the decay in MeV, and moc
2 is the rest energy

of an electron. The Fermi Function is the Coulomb correction factor for the P

decay. It accounts for the nuclear attraction on the emitted P-rays. The

traditional Fermi Function is:

F(Z,p) = 2(y + l)T(2y + \y\ZpR)2ir-')e'a^rip\Y{y +iaZW I ptf. (4.2)

1/2

where y = [1 - (a£f 1 ,

P = (W2-l)U\

R = TOAV\ ro = 1.25(l+0.65,4-2/3)]>],

r 2 i E\MeV]
W\mc2\ = —t A + l ,L J 0.511

and a = — = ,28

Tic 137.036

The calculations of the energy distribution for the various isotopes of interest

were done with a program written in MAPLE V. This is a math software

package with the capability to evaluate a complex T function.29 Appendix B is

the MAPLE V program for the energy distribution of 234mPa. The function was

evaluated from W = 1 to Wmax in increments of 0.01 me2. The energies and
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associated probability distributions were then put into the source definition for

the MCNP4A simulation.

In this thesis, it is assumed that the source is evenly distributed

throughout the soil. This is not a realistic approach if the soil were sampled in

situ. However, the method proposed by Holcomb necessitates that the soil be

removed from the ground. This is primarily to allow for through mixing of the

soil, giving an essentially even distribution of the contaminating particles

throughout the volume of the soil holder.

Aluminized Mylar

As discussed in Chapter HI, aluminized Mylar is an excellent material for

reflection of the light photons and as a light barrier. The specifications of the

Mylar were obtained from DuPont the company that makes the polymer.23

Aluminumization refers to vacuum deposition of aluminum on one side of the

Mylar. This provides most of the light reflection and light penetration barrier.

The chemical name of Mylar is polyethylene terephthalate (C10H8O4). It has a

density of 1.4 g/cm3. Different amounts of aluminum can be deposited on the

Mylar, from 100 to 10,000 angstroms. The optical density ranges from 0.20 to 4.0

respectively.22

The thickness of aluminized Mylar can be as thin as 12 um with less than

0.5% of incident light transmitted. Two layers of this thickness of Mylar are
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used in the transport model. By layering the sheets on top of each other, any

pinholes present in one layer that may allow light penetration are likely to be

covered by the second. Because the layers are so thin, doubling the thickness

does not significantly affect the 0 attenuation.

Scintillator

Plastic scintillators are composed mainly of hydrogen and carbon. The

BC408 has a hydrogen to carbon ratio of 1.10. The density of the scintillator is

1.032 g/cm3. Though the density may vary some with thickness of the detector,

the density was relatively consistent in the range tested, 0.05 cm to 0.10 cm.

Light output is about 64% Anthracene with a pulse width at full-width-half-

maximum (FWHM) of about 2.5 ns. The wavelength of maximum emission is

425 nm.21

Geometry

The geometry of the model was set up as close to the expected design as

possible. The basic setup is with a soil holder 4 cm deep on the bottom of the

geometry. On top of that is one layer of Mylar 24 um thick. This simulates two

layers 12 um thick Mylar. On top on that is the scintillator material. Figure 4.1

shows the geometry used for the 30x60x0.1 cm scintillator. On the outside of

these regions a void was established. This will stop the tracking of any particles
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that enter this region. If MCNP4A were to follow those particles instead of

"killing" them, it would increase the time for each run substantially.

SCINTILLATOR
MYLAR

/icm \ I

/ SOIL 4 cm

[NOT TO SCALEl 30 cm

Figure 4.1: Geometry for 30cmx60cmx0.1cm sheet on MCNP4A (not to scale)

The width and length of the soil, Mylar sheet, and scintillator sheet varied

with each trial. The scintillator was the same width and length as the sheet in

each trial, however, the soil extended 2 cm beyond the Mylar on each side. This

was to maximize the number of P's that would interact in the detector region.
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Tallies

Tallies are the results of the measurements by MCNP4A. They give

information about the different aspects of a trial that are of interest The tallies

used in this thesis were set up in the active region of the detector, the scintillator

sheet A tally was set up to measure the photon fluence, the electron fluence,

and the energy deposition in the detector.

The tallies are based on a track length estimate of the flux in the cell. This

measurement is made by multiplying the weight of an individual track and the

track length and then dividing by the volume of the cell. When this calculation

is made for each track in the cell, they are then summed over the volume of the

cell. This gives a result of a total fluence in the cell. MCNP4A normalizes this

calculation to be per source particle. The units of the fluence are cm'2.

To measure the energy deposition, a dose card was added to the

MCNP4A input card. The dose card converted the fluence [cm2] into an energy

deposition per unit volume [MeV/cm3]. The conversion factors were attained

from ICRU Report 37.30 They are the stopping powers for electrons in the

scintillator material. Only the collisional stopping powers were applied. The

radiative stopping powers reflects the probability that an electron interaction in

the material will result in secondary radiation. The radiative stopping powers

were not included because they are less than 2% of the collision stopping power
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at even the highest energies considered, and the secondary particles will likely

not deposit any energy in the detector.

Variance Reduction

Though MCNP4A is a very powerful package, it does have some

limitations. The main limit on an MCNP4A run is the amount of time to

complete each trial. The time to run one trial of 100,000 source particles can take

up to one week. The package follows each (3 created and any subsequent

particles created along the P's path. At each interaction, the statistical physics of

electron transport are sampled and the particle moves along in the sampled

direction with the sampled energy. Good statistics are achieved in MCNP4A

through running enough particles to reduce error in the tallies. However, the

more particles run, the longer a trial takes.

To reduce the time for each trial variance reduction techniques were

applied to the model. The volume with soil was divided into 5 individual cells

along the z-axis. A cell division was added at 1 cm, 2 cm, 3 cm, and 3.5 cm in

the soil. The cells were then given different importance, increasing as they

approached the scintillator cell. This process forced more particles toward the

tally cell, speeding up the time to get good statistical results. MCNP4A does not

waste time following electron tracks that are unlikely to contribute to the tally.

The increased number of tracks that cell importance's causes does not skew the
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tally, however. Each time a particle is split as it enters a region of higher

importance, the weight of the particle is reduced accordingly. When the fluence

is tallied, the weight of each particle is taken into account to evaluate its

contribution.

This effort proved very successful. The time to run 100,000 particles was

reduced to about 35 hours of computer time. An acceptable error in the tallies,

less than 10%, occurred with about 50,000 particles being run for most trials.

This reduction in run time allowed for more trials to be run, thus allowing for

better refinement of the system parameters.

4.3 Input Variations

The basic parameters for a successful system were previously outlined in

Chapter IIL These parameters now need to be refined in order to maximize

system efficiency. The parameters that need to be refined are the detector

window area and thickness. MCNP was used to evaluate energy deposition in

the active detector region for variations on these parameters.

The scintillator sheets available from Bicron considered were the

30cmx60cmx0.1cm, 30cmx60cmx0.05cm, and 25cmx30cmx0.05cm. For the 0.05

cm thickness sheet, the 25cmx30cm is the largest standard sheet available, but

calculations were made on the larger sheet for comparison. Evaluations were
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not made on larger area sheets because light sealing and focusing become too

difficult with the larger sheets. Each of the sheets contained the same atomic

percent of hydrogen and carbon.20 The results of these trials are shown in

Section 5.1.

MCNP was also used to see how P endpoint energy affected energy

deposition in the detector. Endpoint energy values of other potential P

contaminants were used in an attempt to plot a curve of attenuation coefficient

vs. endpoint energy. These calculations were made using the 30x60x0.1 cm

scintillator model. The results of these calculations are shown in Section 5.3.

4.4 MCNP Verification

In order to assure that the results of MCNP are accurate, some

comparisons of the MCNP results were made to simple P attenuation

calculations. These assurance calculations used the following formula:

— = * - * - ' , (4.3)
1 o

22
where jum — —YW~ anc* ^ = PX with p being the density of the material

£ max

through which the P is traveling and x is the distance traveled in the material.31

This equation was applied strictly for the Mylar and plastic scintillator.

However, for the soil, an integration was done over the depth of the soil in the
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holder. The calculations for the 30cmx60cmx0.1cm are shown in Appendix D

and all of the results are shown in Section 5.2.



Chapter V

Results

5.1 MCNP4A Results

The tallies of the MCNP4A simulations were designed to give the

contributions in the active detector region from the source of (3 particles in the

soil volume. Trials were run on the three detector volumes discussed in Chapter

IV. The raw data provided by MCNP4A is in the form of fluence per source

particle in the scintillator [l/cm^SP] and energy deposition per unit volume per

SP [MeV/cm3-SP] in the scintillator. Fluence tallies were taken for electrons and

photons, but energy deposition was only taken for electrons. After some initial

runs it was seen that the average track mean free path for the photons created

during the electron transport was about 6.5 cm. This indicates that photon

interactions in the detector region are unlikely, and thus the photons do not

contribute significantly to energy deposition. The specific tally results are

discussed in the remainder of this section.

43
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Electron Response

The response of the detector to electrons was evaluated in two ways,

fluence and energy deposition. The electrons that contribute to the tally are the

source P's and any secondary electrons that are created along the path of the

source P's. The greatest source of secondary electrons were knock-on electrons.

To convert this raw data to more practical information, it is necessary to

determine the detector count rate and average number of photoelectrons created

in each pulse. The BC408 scintillator has a maximum light output at 425 nm, a

scintillation efficiency of 4% and an intrinsic efficiency of 82%. The former

implies that the energy to produce a photon is approximately 2.92 eV. When

these considerations are made the count rate and photoelectron production can

be determined for each scintillator size. These results are shown in Tables 5.1

and 5.2. The procedure to evaluate these results for the 30x60x0.1cm3 scintillator

is shown in Appendix C.

Table 5.1: MCNP4A tally results, energy deposition

Scintillator size

30x60x0.2cm3

30x60x0.1cm3

30x60x0.05cm3

25x30x0.05cm3

Average energy (keV) per
source particle deposited

in detector
7.080

4.470

2.416

2.277

Number of
photoelectrons per

pulse
23

24

25

27
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Table 5.2: MCNP4A tally results, electron fluence per source
particle and count rate per pCi of ^ U in a gram of soil

Scintillator size

30x60x0.2cm3

30x60x0.1cm3

30x60x0.05cm3

25x30x0.05cm3

Average Electron Fluence
in Scintillator per source

particle
M

7.54xlO-6

9.74X10-6

1.08xl0-5

2.21xl0-5

Count rate per
pCi-^U/g-soil

(cps)

170

105

54

21

As one can see, the highest detector efficiency is attained with the largest

volume scintillator, the 30x60x0.1cm3 sheet The difference in count rate among

the thinner detectors arises from the different volume of soil that each of the

thinner detectors is measuring. The advantage of the larger area sheets is that

there are more source particles contributing from the larger areas of soil in

contact with the detector, thus increasing the count rate. One is therefore able to

get accurate results quicker because the percent error from the greater number of

counts is less. Percent error in the count rate goes approximately as —f=, where
viv

N is the number of counts from the detector per unit time.
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Photon Response

This thesis made the assumption of negligent gamma interaction in the

detector region because of the thin sheets being tested. To confirm this

assumption, however, a photon fluence from the soil was measured with

MCNP4A. Results are shown in Table 5.3. These contributions were only from

secondary photons produced as a result of the P interactions in the detector

materials. MCNP4A only has the capability to simulate one source in a trial, so a

photon and electron source could not be simultaneously evaluated. For energies

from 0.001 MeV to 1.5 MeV, there is a fluence of less than 2X10-5 cm-2 per source

particle.

Table 5.3: MCNP4A tally results, photon fluence and average track mean free
path in the scintillator cell

Scintillator Size

30x60x0.2cm3

30x60x0.1cm3

30x60x0.05cm3

25x30x0.05cm3

Average Photon
Fluence in Scintillator

per source particle
(cm-*)

1.26x10^

1.47xlO-5

1.13xlO-5

2.52x10-5

Average track mean
free path in scintillator

(cm)

6.27

5.98

6.47

6.49
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The MCNP4A results support the original hypothesis. This photon

contribution is insignificant in sheets as thin as are being used. Table 5.3 shows

the average track mean free path in the scintillator, a tally given in the MCNP4A

output Photons will generally be moving through the thickness of the detector,

a distance much less than the photon track mean free path. This implies that it is

highly unlikely that a photon will deposit any of its energy in the active detector

region. Any photons that do are negligible compared to the energy deposited

from the electrons present

To further confirm this hypothesis, the attenuation of photons in the

scintillator material was considered. The mass attenuation coefficient is

extremely small for photons in the scintillator material. A 10 keV photon in

carbon, the limiting attenuating isotope of the scintillator, has an attenuation

coefficient of 2.23 cm1.17 A photon traveling an average length in the scintillator

of 0.2 mm, a conservative estimate, will have an interaction probability of about

0.10. The probability decreases rapidly with increasing energy. For lower

energies, where the probability of interaction is higher, the fluence is negligibly

low, less than 107cm2.

Based on these measurements, it is assumed that the other photon sources

would also have an insignificant contribution. These sources include isotopes in

the soil and cosmic radiation. Most of these sources are photons of higher

energy than considered in the above calculations. These higher energy photons
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will give up even less energy in the active region than the lower energies

previously considered.

Increasing the depth of the soil holder will give no increase in efficiency

of the P response, it would however increase the response to photons. The range

an electron with an energy of 2.29 MeV is only about 0.8 cm. Therefore, only the

first 0.8 cm of the soil will have any contribution to the detector. The photon

ranges are much longer however. Little photon attenuation will occur in the soil,

therefore with increased soil volume the photon response will be increased as

the photon fluence will proportionately increase.

5.2 Back-up Calculation Results

Using the equations described in Chapter IV, calculations were made to

confirm the results attained using MCNP4A. The energy deposition per source

particle in the active detector region after attenuation in the soil and Mylar

window is shown in Table 5.4. Appendix D describes the procedure used for the

30x60x0.1cm3 scintillator sheet Some assumptions were necessary for the

calculations as previously described in Chapter IV.

There are many reasons that these results do not match more closely with

those of MCNP4A. Two of the major reasons are that exponential attenuation is

only a rough estimate of the actual attenuation of p-rays. The other is that there
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are no accurate equations to estimate the contribution of knock-on electrons to

the electron fluence.

Table 5.4: Back-up calculation results

Scintillator size

30x60x0.2cm3

30x60x0.1cm3

30x60x0.05cm3

25x30x0.05cm3

Probability that a source
particle will give up all

its energy in detector
0.01267

0.00902

0.00551

0.00551

Count rate per
pCi/g-soil

(cps)
5.5

4.0

2.5

1.3

5.3 Subtraction Results

MCNP4A was used to evaluate the electron fluence due to various |3

energy spectrums. The source spectrums were chosen based on the endpoint

energy of some of the P emitting isotopes that may be present in soil. Those

isotopes are ^ThCO.Wl MeV), 90Sr(0.546 MeV), 211Bi(0.60 MeV), 21°Bi(1.161 MeV),

211Pb(1.39 MeV), 214Bi(1.51 MeV), and 234mPa(2.29 MeV). Tallies were taken for

each isotope's spectrum to evaluate the electron fluence in the scintillator from

each isotope. This parameter is directly related to the isotope's contribution to
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and average energy deposited in the detector per source particle (MeV/cm3) are

shown in Table 5.5.

Table 5.5: MCNP4A tally results, electron tallies for various P energy
distributions

Isotope

234Xh

9 0Sr

2 1 1Bi

210Bi

21ipb

214Bi

234mpa

Endpoint Energy
(MeV)

0.191

0.546

0.60

1.161

1.39

1.51

2.29

Electron Fluence
in Scintillator per

source particle
(Vcm^SP)

9.65xlO-9

4.00xl0-7

5.56xlO-7

2.78x10-6

4.27xl0-6

4.98x10-6

9.74xl0-6

Energy
Deposition in
Scintillator per
source particle
(MeV/cm3-SP)

6.445xl0-8

1.647xlO-6

2.212X10-6

8.454xlO-6

1.182X10-5

1.396X1O5

2.485xl0-5

As can be seen, the fluence of electrons in the detector increases with

endpoint energy. To put this information in a more practical form for

comparison, the count rate per pCi/g-soil was determined at each energy. If the

activity concentration of the isotope can be determined with the gamma

spectroscopy system, the count rate per pCi/g parameter will allow for the
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contribution of the isotope to be determined. The count rate that is calculated for

the P emitter is subtracted from the total count rate of the scintillator. If this is

done for each P emitting isotope that is determined to be present in the soil, the

remaining count rate is due solely to the P's of 234mpa a n c j background. This

count rate is then directly related to the activity concentration of 238U in the soil.

These results are shown in Table 5.6 and Figure 5.1. The count rate increases

linearly with endpoint energy up to about 2 MeV where it starts to level off

some. The initial slope of the this line is approximately 60 cps per MeV. The

leveling of the curve is due to the fact that above about 2 MeV a similar portion

of the P's will reach the scintillator and interact in the active region.

Table 5.6: Count rate results for high energy P emitting isotopes on the
30cmx60cmxO.lcm scintillator sheet

Isotope

234Xh

9°Sr

2 1 1Bi

210g£

21 ip b

214Bi

234mpa

Endpoint Energy
(MeV)
0.191

0.546

0.60

1.161

1.39

1.51

2.29

Count Rate per
pCVg-soil

(cps)
2.4

22

29

62

79

81

105
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Figure 5.1: Plot of count rate per pCi/g for various 0 endpoint energies

5.4 Counting Time

The counting time for the system will vary with respect to the activity

concentration of z^mPa that is present in the soil. Counting should be done so

that the percent error in the measurement is less than 10%. For example, a 1

pCi/g activity concentration of 2Mmpa j s m soji. jf the 30cmx60cmx0.1cm

scintillator, with a count rate of 89 cps per pCi/g, is used, it is necessary only to

measure the soil volume for 1 minute to get a percent error of 1.4%.

N = S9cps *
min.

error = 4N

= 5340counts

= 0.014

(5.1)

(5.2)
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However, if one or more of the other isotopes are present, counting times will

have to be longer to account for their smaller count rate. Longer counting times

will also be necessary for lower concentrations of contaminants, such as would

be the case for background measurements.

5.5 Cost Analysis

As part of the system analysis, the cost of the equipment required for this

system was estimated. Table 5.7 shows these cost estimates. The numbers are

averages of the costs from three of the major manufacturers of the system

electronics; Canberra, Tennelec, and EG&G Ortec. The scintillator and

photomultiplier tube costs were developed from conversations with Chuck

Hurlbut of Bicron.

The numbers in Table 5.7 are generally estimates from the manufacturers'

catalogs and price lists from 1994.32,33,34 jf o n e w e r e to speak directly with the

manufacturer, some costs could be saved in purchasing goods directly off of the

shelf or in quantity. Costs will also be further refined when a prototype system

is built and tested.
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Table 5.7: System components cost estimate

System Component

Scintillator

PMT

PMT Base

Preamp

High Voltage Supply

Linear Amp

Discriminator

Counter/Timer

Portable Gamma Spectroscopy
System

High Purity Germanium Detector

Total

Cost ($)

600

450-500

400-800

400-600

1200

1100

1200

1300

10,000

30,000-40,000

45,700-57,300

The variations in component prices are due to uncertainty about the

quality of the equipment needed. Generally high quality will be needed to

ensure that the equipment will work through the rugged field conditions that

will be encountered. The specific quality necessary will need to be evaluated for

each instrument This thesis did a simple analysis of the costs of some
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equipment pieces. Research was not done to analyze the effectiveness of each

individual piece under the suspected conditions of use.

A comparison of costs of this system to other uranium in soil

measurement systems was not made as part of this thesis. The main reason for

this is that most of the portable systems are not yet in their final stages,

indicating that their costs will likely change substantially after refinement The

cost per sample given in Chapter H is only an estimate based on the test

measurements made in the Fernald trials. It is also difficult to compare the

systems because of the vastly different types of measurements each system

makes. Some measure deep into the soil, others the surface contamination only,

and others just certain samples of soil presented to the detector.



Chapter VI

Conclusions

6.1 Modeling

The results attained with MCNP4A are very promising. They indicate

that the system design has definite potential for an accurate, efficient, and fast

means of counting 238U activity. They showed decisively which one of these

scintillator sizes is most applicable to the system, the 30cmx60cmx0.2cm sheet.

The highest P count rate was attained with this sheet with negligible photon

interference. There was no significant photon contribution shown in any of the

scintillator thicknesses. Thus is not necessary that the thinner sheets be used to

limit the photon contribution.

The results attained with the back-up calculations were considerably

lower than those developed by MCNP4A. This however, is not an indication to

disregard the results attained by MCNP4A. P particles are very difficult to

model using simple equations such as the ones described in Chapter IV. The

reason for this is that many factors affect the p-ray transport An electron

traveling through a material goes through many interactions with the electrons

56
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in the outer atomic shells of the target material. These interactions lead to the

scattering of the atomic electrons by the P particles. The "knock-on" electrons

subsequently give up their energy in the medium with a relatively short life.

This leads to the creation of many secondary photon tracks produced for each

incident p. It is for this reason that the formulas estimating the electron fluence

in the scintillator give much lower results for count rate than the MCNP4A.

The fact that there is considerable contribution from secondary electrons

is evident in the MCNP4A output It shows that for each source (3 particle there

are approximately 90 knock-on electrons produced. These knock-on electrons,

which can have energies as high as the incident p particle, can significantly

contribute to the detector response. These are not taken into consideration in the

equations described in Section 4.4 for the hand calculations. These equations

account only for the decrease in the intensity of the P particle beam from the

source. With 90 knock-on electrons produced with each incident p, it is easily

seen how these could contribute to the roughly 25 times higher count-rate being

determined by MCNP4A over the hand calculations. Most of the knock-on

electrons would not contribute to the response because of their lower energies

not allowing penetration into the active detector region. Those that would

contribute would be mostly from P's emitted in the soil nearest to the scintillator.

For the actual measurements, this discrepancy will not be a factor. The

detector must be calibrated for each operation. This can be accomplished by
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spiking a soil sample with a known activity of 234mpa an£j then measuring the

number of counts per unit time. This factor can then be normalized to 1 pCi/g,

as was done in Chapter V. Then the activity concentration of a specific sample

can be determined when the count rate for that sample is measured.

MCNP4A has shown to be a very powerful tool in P particle tracking.

The Monte Carlo method that is utilized by MCNP4A is very accurate means of

following electrons through a material. As was seen, simple attenuation

calculations do not adequately describe the number of electrons present in a

region due to a P source because of secondary electron production. MCNP4A is

also powerful in the flexibility the user has in geometry and tally setup. Though

this thesis used a relatively simple setup, MCNP4A allows for many different

shapes, materials, sources, and variance reduction techniques.

6.2 Subtraction

The subtraction process is relatively straight forward. However, as for

the 234mpa measurement, the relative count rate must be determined for each

isotope of interest The ideal manner for calibration of the system would be to

have a soil sample spiked with each of the suspect isotopes. Then the exact

normalized count rate can be determined for each endpoint energy. This must

be done if there is a source with multiple p decays. All of the isotopes
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considered in this thesis, however, had one decay that dominated the spectrum.

The decay for each isotope was modeled using that endpoint energy.

An alternative method is available in some situations. If one type of soil,

with similar density and water content, is to be sampled over a long period, an

estimation of the count rate can be done. This would be accomplished by

plotting the count rate determined by only a few endpoint energies. The count

rate is proportional to the source energy and increases linearly. The plot of the

trials, in Section 5.3, is an example for the 30cmx60cmx0.1cm sheet

The vulnerability in the subtraction method is the fact that there may be a

high energy P emitter present in the soil that was not expected. This can be

avoided in most cases by careful observance of the y-ray spectrograph of the soil

sample. If a spike appears where one is not expected, y peak tables can be

referenced to identify the source. If it is determined that it is a high energy P

emitter, then subtraction can be done as was for the expected contaminants. This

is the likely scenario since most 0 emitters also have associated with them

prominent y's. However, if the |3 emitter does not have an associated y, then

there is no way to compensate for its contribution in this system. If this occurs,

as a worst case scenario, the measurement for the 238U will be high, and thus a

conservative measurement of contamination.
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6.3 Other Applications

This gamma compensation system is also valuable in that it can determine

the presence and concentration of other hazardous isotopes. Among these are

235U and ^Ra. The ability to identify 235U is especially important in that it can

give information on the total uranium contamination and the ratio of 235U to 238U.

Both of these measurements are important in the remediation effort as uranium

is the isotope of greatest concern.

6.5 Summary

The need for a field measurement system for 238U concentration has been

clearly established. The system must be efficient, so that measurements can be

made quickly and to low levels; accurate, so that a true activity concentration is

known; and easy to use, a necessity for field use at remediation sites. This thesis

has addressed these needs by analytically modeling one method of 238U

measurement

The method originated by David Holcomb has proven to have the

capabilities of meeting the requirements of efficiency and accuracy. Many of the

parameters necessary for this system have been explicitly defined, such as the

size of scintillator best suited for a high (5/y interaction ratio, while others have

been generalized to allow flexibility in final construction. Of the defined
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parameters, the most important is the 30cmx60cmx0.2cm plastic scintillator

sheet This is essential in meeting the requirements of efficiency and ruggedness

for the system.

The subtraction abilities of this method make it unique. This thesis has

shown that if the calibration factors are known for the soil type, the contribution

of a P source can be determined based on the soil concentration of the isotope,

which is determined using a gamma spectroscopy system. This allows the

system to isolate the response in the detector from the 234mpa j ^ a n c[ jjCills

allowing a measurement of the activity concentration of 238U.

In conclusion, this thesis has shown that the project is ready to move onto

the next step, construction. The proposed system is efficient and accurate. The

design components have the capability to withstand the rough field conditions

to which they will be subjected. There are also no other competing technologies

that have the same capabilities as the proposed system. It meets the basic

requirements that must be met for successful characterization of the ever

increasing number of environmental remediation projects.



Appendix A

MCNP4A Input File For 30cmx60cmx0.1cm Sheet

**** 3x6x1 ****
c 30X60X0.1cm plastic scintUlator
c Chilton soil with 18% water
c 2 layer of 12um Mylar window
c
c
c **** CELL CARDS****
c
1 1-2.051-29-1213-16
2 1-2.05 2-3 9-1213-16
3 1-2.05 3-49-1213-16
4 1-2.05 4-5 9-1213-16
5 1 -2.05 5-6 9 -1213 -16
6 2-167 6-710-1114-15
7 3-1.0327-810-1114-15
8 0 (6 14):(610):(615):(611):-1:8:-9:12:-13:16

c
c **** SURFACE CARDS ****
c
1 pzO
2 pz2
4 pz3
5 pz 3.5
6 pz4
7 pz 4.000024
8 pz 4.100024
9 pxO
10 px2
11 px 62
12 px 64
13 pyO
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14 py2
15 py 32
16 py 34

c
c **** DATA CARDS****
c
mode e p
imp:e .01.1.25.5124 0
imp:p 11111110
c
c **SOURCE TERM**
c
sdef erg=dll x=d22 y=d33 z=d44 par=3
c
sil l a 0.002555

0.00511
0.007665

. [source energy distribution]

2.281615
2.28417

2.286725
2.28928

c
spl l 7.08135E-14

9.36227E-10
6.18503E-08

. [source probability distribution]

6.59252E-05
3.19166E-05
1.00864E-05
4.88214E-07

c
c ** SOURCE GEOMETRICAL DISTRIBUTION'
c
si22 0 64
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sp22 0 1
si33 0 34
sp33 0 1
si44 0 4
sp44 0 1
c
c ** TALLIES**
c
c

f4:e 7

TRACK LENGTH ESTIMATE OF CELL ELECTRON FLUX

units with dose fen. will be MeV/cmA3-source particle
"X-XXXXXXXXX-X-XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX*-XXX~X~X-X-X"X-e4 0.01

0.0125
0.015

0.0175
0.02
0.025
0.03
0.035
0.04

0.045
0.05

0.055
0.06
0.07
0.08
0.09
0.1

0.125
0.15
0.175
0.2

0.25
0.3

0.35
0.4

0.45
0.5

0.55
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0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1

1.25
1.5
1.75

2
2.5

c
fl4:p 7

TRACK LENGTH ESTIMATE OF CELL PHOTON FLUX
•X*X*XXXX~XX~X-X~X-XXXXXXXXX"XXXX*.XXXXXXXXXXXXXX

c
el4 0.01

0.0125
0.015
0.0175
0.02
0.025
0.03

0.035
0.04
0.045
0.05
0.055
0.06
0.07
0.08
0.09
0.1

0.125
0.15
0.175

0.2
0.25
0.3
0.35
0.4
0.45
0.5
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c
de4

0.55
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1

1.25
1.5
1.75

2
2.5

0.01
0.0125
0.015
0.0175
0.02
0.025
0.03
0.035
0.04

0.045
0.05
0.055
0.06
0.07
0.08
0.09
0.1

0.125
0.15
0.175
0.2
0.25
0.3

0.35
0.4
0.45
0.5
0.55
0.6
0.7
0.8
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0.9
1

1.25
1.5
1.75
2
2.5

c
df4 23.3748

19.62864
17.028

15.09816
13.60176
11.44488
9.950544
8.852496
8.00832
7.339584
6.794688
6.342672
5.961864
5.352984
4.888584
4.522224
4.22604
3.686304
3.322008
3.05988
2.8638
2.59032
2.411784
2.287944
2.197128
2.126952
2.073288
2.029944
1.995888
1.946352
1.912296
1.88856
1.872048
1.849344
1.841088
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1.840056
1.84212
1.853472

c
c ** MATERIAL CARDS**
c
ml 8000 -.578 $*** CHILTON'S DRY SOIL W/ 20% OF DRY WT. AS WATER

1000 -.021
14000 -.229
13000 -.058
26000 -.048
20000 -.043
12000 -.011
19000 -.012
gas=0

c
m2 13000 .083 $*** DuPONT ALUMINIZED MYLAR 12um, 10,000A

6000.417
1000.333
8000 .167
gas=0

c
m3 1000.5243 $*** BICRON BC408 PLASTIC SCINTILLATOR

6000.4751
7000 .0004
8000.0002
gas=0

c
physrp 4 0 0
phys:e 30 0104J
c
print -72 -90 -98 -130 -140 -150 -175 -178 -180 -198
nps 100000
c ctme 1



Appendix B

MAPLE V Program

> # Beta Spectrum evaluation

> # Fermi function a la WILKINSON

> # Probability a la TASKSA

> #

> Z:=92;

> A:=234;

> Emax:=2.29;

> Wmax:=(Emax/0.511)+l;

> a:=l/137.036;

> g:=evalf((l-(a*Z)A2)A(l/2));

>Gl:=2*(g+l);

> G2:=GAMMA(2*g+l);

>R:=evalf((1.25*(l+0.65*AA(-2/3)))*AA(l/3));

> readlib(write);

> open(bout);

> unprotect(W);
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> for W from 1.005 by .005 to Wmax do:

> p:=(WA2-l)A(l/2):

> G3:=GAMMA(g+I*a*A*W/p):

> G3:=abs(G3):

> Fl:=evalf((Z*p*R)A(2*(g-l))):

> F2:=evalf(exp(Pi*a*Z*W/p)):

> FF:=evalf(Gl*G2A(-2)*G3A2*Fl*F2):

> P:=evalf(FF*(Wmax-W)A2*(WA2-l)A(l/2)*W):

> EE:=(W-1)*(.511):

> writeln(EE,P):

>od:

> close(bout);



Appendix C

Count Rate Estimation for MCNP4A Tally

1.) The number of counts from the detector per source particle (SP) is

determined from the electron fluence in the scintillator per source particle.

When the fluence is divided by the average track mean free path in the detector,

both parameters given in the MCNP4A output, the number of electrons per unit

volume of the detector is known. Multiplying this value by the detector volume

gives the number of electrons present in the detector per source particle. This

accounts for not only source P's, but also secondary electrons in the scintillator,

arising mostly as knock-on electrons.

electrons
9.74x10"

CT»2~SP * 30cm * 60cm * 0.1cm = 0.195 deCtrOm (C l )
8.991X10-3CJH SP

2.) The BC408 scintillator has an 82% intrinsic efficiency. Each electron track

tallied by MCNP4A has enough energy to create a photon pulse. The number of

electrons in the detector times the intrinsic scintillator efficiency gives the

number of pulses per source particle, which is equal to the number of counts
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from the detector per source particle. The counts per source particle is the

absolute efficiency of the detector.

* 0.82 = 0 . 1 6 = ^ = 0 . 1 6 ^ ^ (C.2)
SP SP SP V '

3.) The count rate of the system is determined based on the activity of the soil

contamination. Normalized per pCi-238U/g-soil/ the estimated count rate can be

determined by multiplying the counts/SP times the soil density times the

volume of the detector, and then converting to disintegration's per second.

counts. vCi-™U
Z O 5 ^ 8 7 ( ) W 2837

SP g-soil cm3 SP
(C.3)

2S37C0UntS pCi * 3 - 7 * 1 0 B 9 * S P / s e c ~ iQ5
counts

SP pCi Bq sec

4.) MCNP4A gave a tally for energy deposition in the active detector region

of the30x60x0.1cm3 sheet of 2.48327x 105 MeV/cm3 per source particle.

5.) The volume of the active detector region is 180 cm3. This relates to an

energy deposition of 2.48327 x 105 MeV/cm3-SP * 180 cm3 = 4.470 keV/SP in the

scintillator.
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6.) The energy needed to create a 425 nm light photon, the wavelength of

maximum emission from BC408, is

he eV
E = — = 2 . 9 1 9 - ^ — . (C4)

X photon

The energy per electron in the scintillator is equal to the energy deposited

in the scintillator per source particle divided by the number of electrons present

in the scintillator per source particle.

4470ey/SP =z29xWle}^ ( C 5 )

0.195electrons / SP electron

7.) The number of photons per electron in the scintillator is the energy per

electron divided by the energy to produce a 425 nm photon times the

scintillation efficiency. The light output of BC408 is about 65% of anthracene,

corresponding to a scintillation efficiency of 4%. This calculation assumes that

each electron tallied in the scintillator will give up all its energy in the

scintillator, a reasonable assumption considering the average electron track

length is less than 0.01 cm in the scintillator.

MT/electron . Q Q 4 = ^photorx
Q Q 4 ^

2.919eV / photon electron
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8.) Now the assumption is made that 30% of the emitted light is incident on

the window of the photomultiplier tube(PMT). If the PMT has a quantum

efficiency of 25%, such as the EMI 9625, then

0.30 * Q25vh0tCe]eCtrOnS * 3UVh0tOnS = 1±PhotoeUctrons (c.7)
photon electron pulse



Appendix D

Count Rate Estimation

An estimation was made of the number of P particles that interact in the

active detector region. An exponential attenuation was assumed throughout the

geometry. This is not a strict model of P attenuation as it is with gamma

attenuation. It is only an approximation of the decrease in source particle

intensity. Any other assumptions needed are stated when they are applied.

1.) Normalize the number of particles interacting in the detector to be per

source particle.

2.) The mass attenuation coefficient of P particles is defined as35

cm
. 8 _

22 (D.I)

In modeling the attenuation of the 234mpa p/ wjth Emax = 2.29 MeV, the associated

attenuation coefficient is u/p=7.31 cm2/g-
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3.) The contributing cross-sectional area of the source was estimated as the

same area as the detector. For this example, it is 30cmx60cm = 1800 cm2.

4.) To account for the evenly distributed source through soil depth, an

integration was done for the attenuation over the depth of the soil. The initial

intensity is unity. A geometric efficiency of 23% was assumed. This is based on

a range of a 2.29 MeV J3 in the soil, 0.8 cm, and the solid angle in the direction of

the detector limited by this range. Ii is the probability that a particle decaying in

the soil volume to reaches the surface of the Mylar sheet

l \ - )Io*(023)e~'"xdx= J 0.23particles*e g cm dx = 0.0154particles (D.2)
depth 0

5.) To determine intensity of the P's through the Mylar layer assume the

incident p beam is again exponentially decreasing. The same attenuation factor

is used because the maximum P energy is still 2.29, from those isotopes present

right at the soil's surface. I2 is the probability that a source P will be incident on

the scintillator.

I2 = ifT'**'*'* = 0.0154 * e-™*i-4o*24,io-< = Q>Q\52particles (D.3)

6.) For the calculations on the scintillator, the same equation will be used.

However, there is a lower effective maximum energy of the p spectrum
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emerging from the soil surface due to collisions of the particles in the soil. This

lower effective maximum energy will alter the attenuation factor \i/p. An

estimation is made that the new effective Emax of the energy spectrum emerging

from the Mylar is 2.0 MeV. This is a reasonable assumption as the $'s will lose

energy in the soil and the Mylar. This new effective Emax results in a different

attenuation coefficient

£ = ^ L = 8 . 7 5 0 9 ^ (D.4)
gPscintilialor *~" B

7.) The approximation of exponential attenuation is again used over the

thickness of the scintillator. I3 is the intensity after passing through the

scintillator sheet

h = h * e~pPX = h* ° - 4 0 5 = O'OO&particles (D.5)

Using this approximation, the number of interactions in the detector per source

particle can be determined.

# Of inteVUCHonS nnnnrx /T\ /-\
—• = 1 , - 1 - . = 0.00902 (D-6)

One is also able to estimate the percentage of P-rays incident on the detector that

give up all their energy in the scintillator. If approximately 40% make it through

the detector, then approximately 60% deposit all of their energy in the detector.
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8.) The count rate due to source particles interacting in the scintillator can be

determined from the intrinsic efficiency of the detector and the number of source

particles emitted per second from the soil times the probability that a source

particle is incident on the scintillator, I2.

CountRate = IntrinsicEjficiency * Probability * NumberSP' s (D.7)

CR = 0.82* 0.00902* 1 ^ * 2 . 0 5 - ^ * 30cm*60cm*4cm * 3 - 7 x l 0 " 2 s P ' s
 = 4 . 0 £ ^ £

g cm -pd- sec. sec.
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